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EXAMINATION OF ANNUAL REPORTS: SOMALILAND UNDER ITALIAN ADMINISTRATION, 1952

Annex to Comments of UNESCO on the Five-Year Plan for Education in the Territory of Somaliland, 1953-57
Educational system in Somaliland under Italian Administration

- Primary schools
- Commercial school
- Senior intermediate school
- Scientific Lycée
- Junior intermediate school
- Montessori school

- Italian schools
- Somali school

- Political and administrative school
- Special primary courses
- Vocational school for carpentry and mechanics
- School for Moslem Studies
- School for Tanning and Leather work
- Vocational school for fishing and navigation school (D & N)
- Preparatory courses in mechanics and carpentry
- School for Handicrafts
- School for Adult Education

N.B. Courses indicated by fully-outlined rectangles already exist or will begin by July 1953. Those which will be opened during the following years are indicated by dotted lines. Schools followed by D and N give both day and Night classes.

Situation from July 1953 to March 1957.